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There is a secret inside .....

Spring Festivities in Flagstaff
DRUMMING WITH THE SEASONS
SAT MARCH 29, 5:30-7:30 PM
Join us at Tranzend
BELTANE CELEBRATION
SAT MAY 3, 1- 3 PM
Dance around the Maypole and play the drums
Join us at Buffalo Park
Coming soon - DRUM WAVES!
Click to learn more.
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2014 WWRL Leadership Hoop:
Living the beauty and power of our 15 Principles
Mary G.L. Shackelford

W

hen Red Lodge was just forming, circles of women gathered to bring the dream to ground. In
2006, some 35 women joined in conversation and dialogue, sharing what matters most to us.
Listening and speaking from the heart, we sought to articulate our deepest shared core values. These
would form the standing pieces upon which we would weave the tapestry of Woman’s Way Red Lodge
and begin to share our evolving ways of leadership out into the world.
In my memory, we were delighted and a little startled by the ease and grace as our 15 Principles flowed
forth. There was a sense of something large and mysterious moving through us. And now, these many
years later with much experience under my own belt, I know that indeed, these 15 Principles offer a
solid foundation and an inspiring guide – both within the context of new paradigms of leadership which
are emerging in our Red Lodge work and for my own journey of transformation and growth.
WWRL’s board of trustees has consistently turned to the 15 Principles in the years I’ve been a Lodgekeeper – to keep us on track, to affirm decisions, to inspire new directions. In recent years, in order to
bring them forward into our work even more, each Lodgekeeper takes responsibility for one or two of
the Principles, agreeing to explore how they work in her own life and to look for and share ways they
help us in our leadership circle.
This year, we will share our experience of the 15 Principles out more widely by focusing on them in our
Leadership Hoop. The 2014 Leadership Hoop begins this Thursday, March 27, 6-7:15 PM Pacific time.
The monthly conference call is free to WWRL members, who also are invited to access our Leadership
Hoop resource library.

LEADERSHIP HOOP
for WWRL members

4th Thursdays
(3rd Th in May/Nov)
6-7:15 PM Pacific time
March – November (skip July)
March 27: Living from the Core
We agree to live from the core with
impeccability, taking responsibility to act
consciously with the intention of loving.
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2014 Leadership Series Schedule and Overview

F

irst, a bit of herstory: when Red Lodge Hoops formed in 2007, we offered a monthly Hoop Leadership
support call that evolved into its own Hoop. In 2013, this became Leadership Hoop - a 9-month series
open to all Red Lodge members exploring woman’s way leadership skills. Recordings and resources from
that series are available on our members-only Leadership Hoop Resources webpage.
In 2014, Leadership Hoop calls are focusing on 15 Principles We Share. In ceremony, each Lodgekeeper claimed
the principles she is walking with this year. Mary carries one, and the other 7 lodgekeepers carry two. Each will
facilitate a call on her principles, with a side-by to moderate the call. In the list below, the first person is the
facilitator, the second person is the moderator.
MARCH – Mary, Kristina
Living from the Core – We agree to live from the core with impeccability, taking responsibility to act
consciously with the intention of loving.
APRIL – Water, Mary
Reverence for Life – We honor the interconnected web of all life. Daily life is sacred. We believe that
all beings are graced with the fundamental right to be.
Willingness to Play and Laugh at Ourselves – Our most practical magic!
MAY – Kristina, Susan
Embracing Paradox – We accept and (at times!) embrace the creative interplay of opposites: light/
shadows, tradition/evolution, freedom/limits, order/chaos.
Balancing Feminine and Masculine – We honor the beauty, passion, power and expression of the
dance of inner feminine and masculine.
--- MORE
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JUNE– Madrone, Shimmer Lee
Seeking Knowledge of the Ways of Wisdom – We step into our sacred lineage, honoring the wisdom
of our ancestors, elders and youngers.
Generativity – We commit to generating positive and creative energy to pass on to future generations.
AUGUST – Shimmer Lee, Madrone
Gratitude and Generosity – Gratitude is fundamental to our way of being in the world, and we
generously give back to our communities and to Mother Earth in a spirit of deep appreciation.
Witnessing – With aware presence, we witness who we each are today.
SEPTEMBER – Erin, Aspen
Sustainability – We commit to conserve, recycle and renew resources, to generate income through
right livelihood, and listen to our sense of enoughness.
Collaboration – We work and play co-creatively among ourselves and with other groups with
complementary purposes and principles.
OCTOBER – Aspen, Water
Inclusiveness and Acceptance – We value diversity, honoring the sacredness of each person’s
heritage, experience, wisdom and contribution to the whole.
Our Bodies Open Us To Mystery – We experience connection with Spirit through our bodies. We
honor and celebrate our deep, visceral and intuitive body connectedness with nature and our natural
cycles. Our bodies are living portals into Mystery.
NOVEMBER – Susan, Erin
Direct Spiritual Access – We believe that each of has the ability to access Spirit directly. We respect
our own and each other’s autonomy and authenticity.
Willingness to Step into Power & Service – We are willing, each in a unique way, to step into our
power in service of the highest good of the community.

WWRL Leadership Hoop is a monthly conference call gathering
open to all Red Lodge members. Please consider joining us!

Give yourself the gift of Red Lodge
JOIN

DONATE
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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
Susan Landau, secretary

H

ere I am, back on the Red Lodge Board. Who would have thunk it? Actually, when I stepped down last
time my last words were, “I’ll be back”! And so now, here I am again on the Board; the Red Lodge web
continuing to expand.
We held our annual January Board Retreat on Vashon. How delightful and amazing to be a part of this
“new and improved” Red Lodge! It is the same yet it is not so very much the same. A new magik and
energy has come. And yes, we were doing the work of Red Lodge, but it is different and the entire experience was different from the past. Red Lodge is calling in a very different way now. It has moved into a
new way of being that feels so very familiar; a mini-Long Dance was birthed at this retreat. Red Lodge is
maturing and growing out of her infancy into her maidenhood, and she is young, vital, full of life and blossoming! I see her dancing across the meadow barefoot, with her skirts flowing, flowers in her hair and
arms spread wide, open to and excited by everything!
Mary envisioned and manifested an incredible retreat to welcome the 2014 Board members. Much as we
do at the Dance, we wove ourselves together, moving deeper and deeper throughout our time together.
Intentions were set that would create a shared experience of trust, common understanding, clarity, safety
and the support for each of us to step into our own space of knowledge and power.
--- MORE
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The most profound part of the retreat was our Growing Trust Lodge, built
on all of our previous bonding and sharing. This was held in the Moon
Lodge yurt that has been erected on Mary and Jim’s land. What a warm,
enveloping place it was! Red fabric, blankets, cushions, pillows, a warming fire in the wood stove, an altar in the center with candles burning, and
Mary slowly and steadily rocking in her chair. On Sunday evening we proceeded to this warm, inviting place to solidify the bonds that had already
been created with our weaving.
As Mary slowly and rhythmically rocked, we all drew down deeper and
deeper into ourselves and connected more and more deeply with Red
Lodge. We visited each of the Directions and in ceremony, we listened and
were each called to two of the 15 WWRL Principles. Each of us will carry
these two principles for our community for this year. What an honor! And
as always, there was synchronicity in who received which principles to walk with; personal challenges, opportunities, confirmation and reflection.
When it was time for me to receive my two principles, I walked around the altar observing the scrolls, each
rolled up and tied with a narrow piece of red ribbon. I have found that I “know” things with my eyes. I look
at something rather than touch or hear and then I have an inner knowing; it “speaks” to me. So I looked and
touched and listened with my eyes until I knew which of the tiny scrolls belonged to me. I picked up each
one respectfully and returned to my place in the circle. The two principles that selected me are:
Willingness to Step into Power and Service - We are willing, each in a unique way, to step into 		
our power in service of the highest good of the community.
Direct Spiritual Access – We believe that each of us has the ability to access Spirit directly. We 		
respect our own and each other’s autonomy and authenticity.
I am so honored to be walking with these two principles on behalf of the entire community. I am so honored to be back on the Red Lodge Board. I have arrived back home.

We appreciate your support!
We are very happy to welcome new
Support Circle members:
in Lakewood and Parker, CO
in Underhill, VT and
in Pacific, WA

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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© Darlisa Black

A Song of Air
Maraiah Lynn Nadeau
The season of spring corresponds to the element of Air. An astrological double air sign, I love the East and Air.
The name I took years ago is shared with my favorite horse, that I rode when I lived in Egypt. Like me, she was
named for the Wind, Maraiah. Riding her, I felt at times one with the air. Here is my evocation of Air.

M

y spirit name is Maraiah
I ride the wind
as I gallop across the desert
on a leggy bay mare
our bodies one as we rush forward with pounding hooves and heartbeats
the hot sands streaming by below us
their myriad grains, their eons of history
a blur, as we race in the wind
the air rushing down my back as I press my face into the streaming mane
I am the sky that lures birds in their great migrations
the currents that bear them up when their wings ache for reprieve
the all-but-invisible substance that they navigate from twig to branch to earth
I am the air that carries the vibrations of all the words ever spoken
words that stir, that melt, that cut, that heal,
that sort, bridge, filter, that organize, clarify, edify,
--- MORE
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elucidate, exacerbate, interrogate, delineate,
words that dare, that blare, that care
all inhabit the air
I carry the pollen of new life, for flowers and food and trees
I carry the pollen too of new ideas, of news from afar
of radios and smoke signals and approaching clouds
The rain washes through me, as it too goes around and around in its cycles
We are intimate, the water and I
At the surface of the sea, I mingle in the foam,
right there when the great whales come up for air
to sustain them back into the mysterious depths
I go with them there, until I burst back into myself as they come up for more
As a newborn baby leaves her watery home, there too I await
to fill her tiny perfect lungs and charge her blood and all her cells
from that first moment, through millions of exchanges, till her last breath in this world
From that first sensation on her skin, she knows I am her friend, her sustenance
I blanket all beings as they sleep
and greet them as they awake
I bear the hot caress of summer sun inviting the crops to reach ever higher
In the fall, the earthy exhalations of newly-dug potatoes
In winter, the drift of falling snow, and the resinous scent of balsam fir
And in the springtime, I am in my home, in the East
in the realm of air and birds and dawn, my cool breezes inviting the new growth
I am the same air that all beings have breathed for all of history
The same air that has been in the lungs of dinosaurs, of pharaohs, of Iraqi children,
the air that has swirled around the great redwood Luna,
as well as the tiniest fern on the forest floor below her
I am Maraiah, the wind
The air that joins us all on this delicate blue planet.
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Weaving with the hoops that connect
compiled by Erin McCusker

W

WRL’s signature program, Weaving the Hoop that Connects, is flowing and growing! Hoops are creating
community wherever they gather. Woman’s Way Red Lodge is proud to sponsor Hoops from Vermont to
Colorado, from Washington to Arizona, from Jamaica to the World Wide Web!
Here is a quick peek at several of the 2014 Hoops:
Woman’s Way Weaving Hoop,
Jamaica
With Tressa Azpiri facilitating, the
Woman’s Way Weaving Hoop of
Saint Mary, Jamaica gathers weekly
to share, pray, sing, drum and
weave. They cord, braid and sew
banana bark as they share their
hearts and connect as women.
Essential Hoop in cyberspace
Serena Davidson is facilitating a
new gathering – the Essential Hoop.
This Hoop is for people of any age,
gender, culture of origin, ethnicity
and orientation and from any location. Members will connect by conference call and private Facebook page! Serena will work with participants
to set a time that works for all. Contact Serena for more information - essentialhoop@wwrl.org
Teen Hoop & Talking Circle, Vashon Island, Washington
This Hoop, facilitated by Emily Vogt and Bonny Moss reaches girls ages 14 to 17. They are called to co-create a
safe space for empowerment, life skills, relationships, health and connection to the Earth and nature’s cycles.
Contact teenhoop@wwrl.org
Three Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, Vermont
As they begin their fourth year, the circle of women is expanding! Three Rivers Hoop is organized by Sharma
Whitchurch and Hoop members take turns facilitating monthly activities and ceremonies. Weaving the 15
Principles of Woman’s Way Red Lodge into their intentions and ceremonies, 2014 gatherings include: intention
bundles, vision boards, magic wands, labyrinth walk, Wild Goddess camping, intuitive archery, Moon Lodge, Qi
Gong, Circle Dance, and shamanic journeying. Contact sharmajoy@wwrl.org

H

oops are circles of kindred people coming together to share woman’s way ceremony and song and
nourish deepening ongoing connections in community. In addition to those featured here, Red Lodge
women’s hoops meet this year in South Seattle and Olympia, WA, Flagstaff, AZ and Colorado Springs, CO.
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FEMME shows April 15, 6 PM, Vashon Theatre

HALF THE SKY shows May 13 & 20, 6 PM
Vashon Theatre

Women’s Film Series continues:
Schedule a screening in your community

B

uilding on last year’s successful Women’s Film Series at the Vashon Theatre, we are bringing more documentaries to our local movie house this year, and we hope other communities will also consider screening
one of these important films. This year, our series begins with FEMME: Women Healing the World on Tuesday,
April 15. The following month, Half the Sky shows May 13 and May 20, as a fundraiser for our annual Spring
Service Project Fund Drive which raises money for Sahayatri Nepal and CEPACET.
Typically, Red Lodge pays the film maker a screening fee for a one time use, anywhere from $100-$500. For Half
the Sky and FEMME, however, the film makers have granted multiple screening rights, and Red Lodge friends in
other communities are invited to arrange a screening. This is a great way to introduce people to our organization,
raise money, generate awareness of women’s issues and promote change, and help build community.
In addition to a Vashon Island screening, FEMME will be shown in Cambria, California, an event spearheaded
by Susan Landau.
FEMME features 100 influential women discussing religion, science, history, politics and entertainment, and
the solutions to the multiple crises our planet faces. It stars Jean Houston, Marianne Williamson, Jean Shinoda
Bolen, Riane Eisler, Nobel Peace Prize Laureates Shirin Ebadi and Mairead Maguire, Rickie Lee Jones, Gloria
Steinem and many more women who are actively transforming and healing global society.
--- MORE
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As French director Emmanuel Itier explains, FEMME is “about what the world needs - to embrace the feminine.
The world has gone too far in the direction of dominating and controlling by force. This goes for politics, economics, ecology, nature. We need more nurturing, more collaboration, more sensitivity. This is an invitation
to elevate our thinking and change our code of behavior with each other, how our energies -- both male and
female -- are complementary and how we can balance these energies with a sense of spirituality.”
The feature-length documentary dives into the historical weavings of patriarchy into our culture, explores what
matriarchy would look like, and offers concrete ideas and solutions to fix our planet. Says Itier, “Peace and the
future of humanity is all about the partnership between the feminine and the masculine, between men and
women. Ultimately this movie is not only a feminist movie, but it’s a humanist movie, aimed at demonstrating
that together, men and women, make and are Life!”
Echoing the themes of women’s empowerment, change, and hope is Half the Sky. The 4-hour documentary
complements the inspiring book of the same title, by New York Times columnist and Pulitzer Prize winner
Nicholas Kristof and Pulitzer Prize winner Sheryl WuDunn.
Half the Sky will be shown in two segments, May 13 and May 20 at the Vashon Theatre. The film provides a
compelling glimpse into the opportunities of economic empowerment and education of girls and women, and
dives into the difficult topics of forced prostitution, gender-based violence, sex trafficking, and maternal mortality. All money raised at the two showings will go toward Red Lodge’s Service Project Fund Drive to help girls
and women in rural Nepal and Kenya.
The two-part documentary was shot in 10 countries: Cambodia, Kenya, India, Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Liberia and the U.S. Like the best-selling book, the film introduces women and girls
who are living under unimaginably difficult circumstances— and fighting bravely to change them. Viewers are
taken on a journey with reporter Nicholas Kristof and celebrity advocates America Ferrera, Diane Lane, Eva
Mendes, Meg Ryan, Gabrielle Union and Olivia Wilde, and shown the viable and sustainable options for women’s empowerment and transformation.
On Vashon, each screening starts at 6 PM, and admission is a suggested $5-10 donation. The screenings are
generously co-sponsored by Vashon Theatre and Island Green Tech. For those outside the Vashon area, consider gathering a group to view these films, discuss them and donate to our Service Projects and the Red Lodge
Hearth Fund. For more information on producing a film event in your community, check out our Guide and
contact our Administrator, Amy Morrison (amy@wwrl.org) for additional help.

Red Lodge funds support women in third world
The plight of women in many parts of the world remains dire. May 6-20 WWRL sponsors
a spring fund drive to support CEPACET projects to help women in Kenya and Sahayatri
in Nepal, where our friend Indira Ghali works tirelessly to empower, educate and expand
legal rights for women who live through civil war, a caste system, poverty and the daily
dangers of sex trafficking and rape. WWRL funds also support women initiating small business opportunities through KIVA. Please see our website for additional information or to
make donations earmarked for these groups.
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Heads-Up: WRRL To Hire Help Soon
Website Development & Maintenance
Communications Coordinator Trainee

T

he Lodgekeepers of Red Lodge, as WWRL trustees, are making a concerted effort to lay the groundwork for
ongoing sustainability for our nonprofit organization. As we explore, learn and share new leadership skills
and create new ways to gather and accomplish the business and work of Red Lodge, we are making big leaps
forward towards ease and a confident flow of continuity and sustainability.
Building on the success of our annual fall fund and member drive, this year Lodgekeepers are putting
more attention and energy towards financial sustainability. Red Lodge administrator Amy Morrison is
actively seeking foundation funding assistance. And we are taking a careful look at our resources to make
wise investments towards Red Lodge stability.

It’s time to hire more help! Hand-in-hand with our creative attention to evolving magnetic, sustainable leadership roles in Red Lodge, it is clear that the workload and complexity of Red Lodge has moved beyond what
volunteers alone can handle. Soon, we will begin outreach to locate and hire independent contractors to
take on some of the professional tasks that our volunteer Lodgekeepers have been handling.
To start with, we are looking for assistance with WWRL website development and maintenance. And we
plan to hire someone to handle marketing for this year’s fund/member drive as training for an ongoing
Communications Coordinator role in 2015. If you have ideas or know someone who shares the values and
mission of Red Lodge, has the skill sets we are looking for and might be interested in talking to us about
these positions, please contact Mary at chair@wwrl.org.

Important Dates to Remember
Sat, March 29		
Sat, May 3			
Fri-Mon, May 23-26
Fri/Sat June 20/21
Sept 30-Oct 20		
Wed, Oct 15		
Sat, Dec 6			

Equinox Drumming Into the Seasons, Flagstaff
Beltane Dancing and Drumming, Flagstaff
Lodgekeeper Retreat, Vashon - join us Sunday evening
Solstice Ceremony & 24-hour Drumming, Vashon
Member/Fund Drive - events all over!
2015 Lodgekeeper Nominations deadline
Annual Gratitude Gathering

4th Thursdays (3rd Th in May/Nov - skip July): Leadership Hoop calls
2nd Fridays: Drum Circles in Olympia, WA and Vashon Island
4th Sundays: Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island
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Doing the work that weaves us together:
Honoring Kelly Crow Woman
Pedge Hopkins

A

n important part of my growth and personal development has arisen
through my roots thriving in the soil of Long Dance since 2001. The soil,
although metaphorical, can also be described, felt, related with and reacted
to. This is what I have come to understand as the alchemical magic of Long
Dance. It begins with the ‘Me’ of me….and joins other sisters’ individual
journeys to the “We” of us. We are on this path of awakening in our own
good and right timing. The ‘We’ and the ‘Me’ are in a delicious dance of
our collective evolution. It takes individuals leaning into their own ‘me’….
digging deep into the soil of themselves and rooting around finding those
nuggets of self-realization, those precious ‘Ahaa’s’ that tell us we are walking in a good way to our own form of becoming. This then raises consciousness to who we are as a community,
and that too shifts and changes like all good and healthy ecosystems do.
I write all that as an offering and a context for my words about Kelly Crow Woman. She has been our Community Weaver since 2012 until recently. Prior to that I held the role as Long Dance Representative on the
Red Lodge Board, member of the Red Thread Council and Mom of Long Dance. Sitting in this place I was able
to feel, absorb and witness the threads between Red Lodge and Long Dance….see that the threads between
are strong and resilient and still growing and changing as all healthy things are wont to do. But it wasn’t for
me to begin weaving the thread of the two sisters of Red Lodge and Long Dance into our commonly held
blanket…..at best I supported the frame and prepared some thread waiting for Kelly to arrive.
What I, Mary, and others sensed about this potentiality came to ground when Kelly stepped into the role two
years ago. The name changed from Long Dance Rep to Community Weaver….Ahh, can you feel the energetic
shift in that change? And Kelly, as Community Weaver, Mother of Long Dance and member of the Red Thread
Council offered her innate skills and gifts to shape this important weaving into its next evolutionary, community-building form. It was a key time…..that potentiality felt as a quickening in the collective pulse.
Kelly did perceive this potentiality and stepped into the role with her feet on the ground, her eyes wide open AND
her huge heart equally open and receptive. That, for me, is the essence of our Kelly Crow Woman. She blends
with Grace this essence with formidable skills in the practical world. She is organized, accountable to her agreements, has stamina, resiliency and a rare ability to see the connecting threads that energize the whole.
AND….it worked her!! How grand it that? What a gift for us all that she sat in the fire of her own becoming, offered
her Heart to us and went about doing the work of laying a strong foundation for this key role of Community Weaver.
If we could actually see the threads that weave each of us together and then see the Blanket we have woven…..are still creating together, we would notice our own thread in this weave clearly. And we might also
notice other threads….perhaps glimmering with a particular kind of light or color, perhaps with a different
texture. Kelly is one of these threads in our collective Blanket….hers is a Heart thread that she has allowed
mystery to weave her to our collective good fortune!
Thank you for your service Kelly Crow Woman!
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Water steps up as Community Weaver

W

hen new Lodgekeeper Water Greer arrived for her first WWRL Board
of Trustees gathering, the January Retreat — an intense and deep
immersion in leadership, relationship and the complex inner workings of
Red Lodge business, she was curious and not entirely sure what she had
signed up for. As the four-day intensive concluded, Water felt a sense of
confidence, reassurance and inspiration. She thought she was hearing a
call to check out the Community Weaver position that Kelly Crow Woman
had vacated. And sure enough, after sitting with the possibility — and, of
course, meeting with Kelly to find out more and receive Kelly’s enthusiastic
support and blessing — Water officially stepped up to be named Community
Weaver by 2014 Long Dance Facilitators Sage and Christine. Assuming the
position of Community Weaver for Long Dance and Red Lodge, she carries forward the fortuitous mingling of
roles, serving community as a fully-participating WWRL Lodgekeeper and also as a member of the Red Thread
Council of Long Dance.

T

2013-14 WWRL Financial Summary

en thousand thank yous to our HONORED TREASURER, Aspen Stone, for keeping our financial records
and handling all the work of paying bills, filing taxes and other reports, and keeping our Red Lodge and
Long Dance accounts in order. After the huge success of our fall member/fund drive, Aspen reports a net
profit for 2013!
Our solid financial position enables us to continue the administrative assistance of Amy Morrison, and
later this year, we plan to hire two independent contractors. We are seeking assistance with website development/maintenance, and we are looking to train a Communications Coordinator for 2015.		
Thank you to ALL our members, supporters and donors; with special thanks
to the matching fund donors and for the continuing support from the Long
Dance community.

2013 YEAR-END NET $3441 (budget prediction was <$3450>)
2013 YEAR-END INCOME		
2013 YEAR-END EXPENSES
Membership $1303			
Membership		
$1627
Fund Drive 10,856			
Red Lodge Admin
8562
Programs
7553			
Communications
530
2013 TOTAL INCOME $19,712		Programs		
5552
					2013 TOTAL EXPENSES
$16,271

2014 CASH ASSETS (Jan 2014) = $15,338

2014 BUDGET INCOME = $25,925
2014 BUDGET EXPENSE = $21,995
PREDICTED NET = $3930
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Help us! Your stories are needed for grant opportunities

E

xciting news! Red Lodge is embarking on its next step toward becoming a more sustainable and impactful
organization by applying for foundation funding.

In order to help tell the story of how RL helps individuals and communities, we would love to hear how it’s
made a difference in your life. Are you willing to share your story of what Red Lodge has done for you? (We
will maintain any requested confidentiality.)
Collecting real, specific stories will help us articulate the impact of Red Lodge. Your personal experience can
help us create a compelling case for more sustainable funding and development, which will help reach and
touch more people who yearn for connection, community and wholeness.
Send any thoughts or stories to amy@wwrl.org. We thank you for sharing your stories.

Solstice Celebration

SAVE THE DATE

JUNE 20/21

VASHON ISLAND

24-hour drumming to honor Gaia
noon to noon
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C

Crone hearts

edar Rose Creations workshops sponsored by Woman’s Way Red Lodge are Paula Rathbun’s wonderful way of bringing her generous heart, earth wisdom and awesome crafting supplies directly to us!

Crones on Vashon were delighted to spend an afternoon with Paula making Heart Rattles together.
What a pleasure to experience the special meditation Paula created for the crone heart. We paused to
connect in our own hearts with elk or bear medicine as we created our rattles. Paula was clearly using
her magical sixth sense to appear right by your side whenever you needed a tip about the next step in
the process. And each of us was happy to take home a personal medicine tool we will treasure and an
additional rattle to gift a friend.
We crones highly recommended bringing Paula to your circles of friends for the day! (And if you live far
away, you can order the kit and follow beautifully illustrated instructions). We’re already contemplating which of Paula’s creations we want to craft next. To learn more, click here.
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There
is nothing said in the circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves its way in
and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim. Each speaks a story, in turn. When
all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our
own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry. We can walk away with it when we
are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
Are you sitting on the rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle
here? Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact us.

Spring

by Grace Peterson

The calm before the bloom
The moment before bare branches burst forth with life.
Moments of silence, peace, rest
Moments stolen to gather strength, nurturance
To replenish
To go within
To be introspective
To find courage to push forth,
To carry on
To lay bare
To rip oneself open
To create
To express beauty, build community, to bring forth life.
That which was gone is never really forgotten
That which is rendered gone, lifeless, dead only rests, rebuilds, renews.
We will always be here
Be strong
Be reborn in new form, new spirit.
Always and forever in love we will Spring.
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Looking across the Snake River to Idaho - home to the 5th generation rancher who is gatekeeper for the Buffalo Eddy petroglyphs.
Rocks on both sides of the river carry numerous petroglyphs; the Washington rocks are in the foreground. Here, the Snake River
flows north, out of Hell’s Canyon and the ancestral lands of the Nez Perce.

Connecting through song with ancient petroglyphs
Mary G.L. Shackelford

L

ast summer, when I met Deanna, she noticed my Tsaagaglala pendant and we got talking. I was delighted to
learn that Deanna knows of Red Lodge and shares my interest in petroglyphs. She said, “You have to come to
Buffalo Eddy. I will make the arrangements.”
And so in February I drove across the state to Clarkston where Deanna lives. Deanna and Parker drove me upriver to a small pull-off where I met my host – a 5th generation rancher who scrabbles a hard living from 1800
acres of Idaho land, raising cattle. She rowed me across and was kind enough to put me up for several days.

We spent wonderful hours exploring her land, watching for birds, migrants coming in every day, and calves
newly born, afterbirth trailing from the mothers. She carried a gun against cougars when we rode her
4-wheeler up high. Looking down, you see the basalt marching into the water, here from Idaho and there
from the Washington shore. Numerous petroglyphs, on both sides of the river, are at least 4500 years old,
made at different times spanning centuries. With the Snake River pushing a big current through, there’s definitely a sense of gateway. Gateway to sacred Nez Perce land? To Hell’s Canyon? Gateway to the other world?
My host took me to the rocks and urged me on, encouraging me to open to my own experience, to listen,
listen, listen. Maybe I might hear something. She wasn’t gonna say what – she didn’t make any introduction.
She said it was up to me.
So I wandered in. Figures and shapes pecked into the stone were everywhere, many colored with yellow or red
ochre. Dancing humans, running animals, geometric shapes – some spare and singular, some packed and over--- MORE
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lapping in throngs. Here fully visible on broad exposed rock faces; there surprising and only suddenly visible,
hidden under an overhang, tucked in a small cranny. Who knows when these rock paintings were created? By
whom? With what intent?
It was up to me to enter the rocks, to slip into the mystery.
There was that special hush of a sacred place – even with the lapping of the water and the murmuring of the
wind. It was an old place. Many feet had walked where I walked. Though all was still, there seemed to be a
ceaseless flowing movement. I sat down, leaned against the stone and opened all my listening senses.
Later, with stars pricking holes in the cosmos overhead and clouds shifting darkly across the luminous sky, I
sat in the arms of Grandmother Rock and drummed. It was Wednesday night; my friends on Burton Hill were
gathered for sweatlodge. I was at Buffalo. I listened for the old ones, opened all my senses to the voice of spirit
so present there among the rocks. I stayed a long time in the dark.
On my last visit to the rocks, in the morning, when I walked among all that spirit, Richard’s Grandmother Song
came through.
If I may Grandmother
Lay this heart upon these stones
Make it strong, make it gentle.
Let it speak you and hear you.
Over and over, very softly, I sang to the rocks.
Sang to the spirits. I had a sense of women and
children emerging out of the river, crowds of
them from all of time, streaming up the river
bank in a continuous sinuous movement – a
dance of spirit that flowed from the depths up
and out and across the land. I felt big with life –
a river of gratitude.
It’s a wonderful thing about songs – you can take
them with you, leave them behind and still carry I didn’t take any photos when I walked among the rocks, but Parker
stopped on the Washington side. This is one of the images he sent me.
them forward. It was a gift to leave that song
You can see more pictures online.
whispering among those rocks in the presence
of so much spirit. It was a gift to experience the song as a bridge to the spirit world, to the ancient ones who
have walked among those rocks, to those who created the petroglyphs over the span of so many centuries.
Connecting me to the women and children who thronged from the river to flow dancing among the rocks. A
bridge between me, Deanna, my host, and all of us who share our weekly lodge; a bridge connecting what we
do together at Burton Hill, in Red Lodge, and all that was and is there in that sacred place.
And so, coming back home, I especially wanted to honor Richard, our song carrier who has sat with us in
weekly lodges for more than 25 years. We have sung the Grandmother Song countless times. On Wednesday
night in lodge, I spoke of the land and the river and the stones, the pictures that make a map to the other
world, of the women who made my journey possible. I made prayers to connect and honor and give thanks.
Then we sang the song together. And I felt big with life – a river of gratitude.
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